REVEAL

YOUR CONFIDENCE
Have you ever wished for a way to undo the neglect
your skin has experienced? Memories of fun nights
with far too little sleep and days spent frolicking in
the sun warm your heart, but those times have also
left their mark on your appearance.
Forget your skin's past, change your skin's future.
Top-of-the-line skin care from the outside and topof-the-line age-defying science from the inside.
This two-pronged approach will REVEAL a glowing,
rejuvenated complexion, while enhancing your
overall well-being.*
Find Your Limitless.

TIME OF DAY

4-6am

6-8am
Breakfast

Cleanse

Smooth

Thrive
Caps

Use
Cleanse & Smooth
in the morning
as directed

9:3010:30am

12-1pm
Lunch

2:303:30pm

4-5pm

5-7pm

7-9pm

9pm12am

Dinner

Use
Cleanse & Smooth
in the evening
as directed

Take 2 hours
after eating
or drinking
nothing
but water

REVEAL YOUR
CONFIDENCE
How it works:
Ready to REVEAL your youth again? Simply begin each day

And finally, the ultimate life-enhancing component of the

(and follow each workout) by cleansing and refreshing your

Reveal system, astoundingly popular Thrive™ capsules, which

skin with Limitless Cleanse,™ our gentle, yet effective,

you take on an empty stomach, 2 hours after dinner.

pH-balanced, deep pore cleanser.

Thrive’s patented formula has been clinically validated to
increase the body’s natural production of serum growth

After cleansing, apply a small amount of Limitless Smooth™ to

hormone levels by a mean of 682% in men and women.* HGH

the skin of your face and neck. One of Smooth’s many

has been touted to have multiple anti-aging, energy, muscle-

bioactives was shown in a verified clinical trial to not only

building, and sleep-improving benefits.

increase Skin Renewal Rate (SR2)… but to actually increase the

Thrive is protected by U.S. Patent Numbers 8,551,542; 8,715,752; 8,722,114;

potential for stem cell self-renewal and adhesion in adult skin. In
other words, now you can finally harness the potential of your

8,734,864; 8,747,921; 8,747,922; 8,765,195; 8,808,763; 8,808,764; 8,815,311;
9,066,953; 9,198,889; and 9,238,023.

own stem cells to visibly lift, tighten, and tone the entire facial
area while reducing the appearance of the most aggressive
deep wrinkles, crow's feet, and uneven skin tone. Cleanse and
Smooth should be used again just before bed for maximum
effectiveness.

Companion Products:

Shampoo &
Conditioner

LunaGen™
60 capsules

8 fl. oz. / 237 ml each

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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Renew
1 fl. oz. / 30 ml

